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MAXIMUM PRINCIPLES, GRADIENT ESTIMATES,
AND WEAK SOLUTIONS FOR SECOND ORDER

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

BY

WILLIAM BERTIGER

Abstract. Weak solutions to second order elliptic equations and the first

derivatives of these solutions are shown to satisfy Lp bounds. Classical

second order equations with nonnegative characteristic form are also

considered. It is proved that auxiliary functions of the gradient of a solution

must satisfy a maximum principle. This result is extended to higher order

derivatives and systems.

1. Introduction. We consider both weak and classical solutions of second

order partial differential equations and solutions of second order systems. We

obtain a priori bounds for the derivatives of the solutions; in addition,

maximum principles are established for functions of the gradient and for

higher order derivatives.

Let x = (x,, x2,..., x„); by U¡(x) we denote the partial derivative of U

with respect to x,.. Similarly UtiJ =62i//9x(9x/, and so on for higher deriva-

tives. The results in §2 concern weak derivatives, while the theorems in §3

pertain to classical derivatives. The symbol Lp(tl) will denote the usual

Lebesgue space with norm || U\\p — (/a| U\p dx)x/p. Throughout §2 we

abbreviate Lp(ü) by Lp, and all integrals are over a bounded domain fi c R".

The symbol Hm,p(ü) (abbreviated Hm,p) denotes the Sobolev space with m

weak derivatives in Lp. The symbol H^iß) (abbreviated H^4') denotes the

completion of Co°°(fi) (infinitely differentiable functions with compact

support in fi) in the norm of Hm'p. The summation convention is used, i.e.,

repeated indices are summed.

In §2 we consider elliptic equations for a function U of the form

(1.1) f \aijUuq + b'Utf + CUq] dx = f fq dx
JaL ' J        •'n

for all? G HXA.

The first theorem we establish is similar to a result proved by Miranda [2]

for semicoupled systems. Miranda's theorem concerns L°° bounds for U. We

prove
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Theorem 1. Let U be an element ofHXj,n LSa/°-'i/p) n //0" P > 4, a an

integer > 1. Let f belong to L2a+2. Assume that au, b', C are in HXA and that

the matrix (a'j) is positive definite and symmetric; denote by (A'j) the inverse

of(a'J). Assume there is a positive constant C0 such that

(1.2)     (2a + 1)" ' [ \A %Va* - \A'Ja*a$ - \A'W] - C> C0

or, equivalently,

-(2a + Vfx\A"(a% - 6')« " bJ) - C> C0.

If U is a solution o/(l.l) then

\\u\\2a+2<c0-x\\f\\2a+2.

Miranda considers equations in divergence form with b' E L", C E Ln/2.

He assumes that the coefficients aiJ are uniformly bounded and that the

matrix (au) is uniformly positive definite. Stampacchia [3] proves under

conditions similar to those of Miranda that weak solutions of uniformly

elliptic equations satisfy a weak maximum principle (i.e. the solution is

bounded by its boundary values). Theorem 1 may be used to prove the

uniqueness of solutions to (1.1).

Theorem 1 is used in the proof of Theorem 2 which yields bounds for the

derivatives of solutions of equation (1.1).

Theorem 2. Suppose a'J, b', C are elements of HXA, 1 < i,j < n, f is an

element of Hx'2 n HXM+* and U is an element of HX2p n ff'."«/(i-4/ri n

Hq4, p > 4, a an integer > 1. Assume, as in Theorem 1, that the coefficients

satisfy (1.2) and that

3 y > 0 such that

(1.3)   /[" ~\Ai3aivJa%v^ + 2ya'%vj9 - v*?*

- ïb'tVjVtf - CVkVykq - (C¿V¿fq] dx > 0

for all nonnegative q in HXA, and for all V in H2-2f n T/1-16«/*'-4//» n H3A.

Let W = UtkU<k + yU2. If U is a solution of (I.I) then

\\W\\2a+2 < C0-X\\fkfk + (n + y)U2 + yU\a+2.

If, in addition, U is an element 0/¿('««+8)/(i-4//» or ¡j Cq > 1; then

ll^ll2«+2< Co-'ll/,,/,, + y/2||2a+2.

The use of auxiliary function W will be discussed further below.

§3 is concerned with classical solutions of equations of the form

(1.4) a'J(x, t)Ujj + b'(x, t)Uj + C(x,t)U+ (/, = 0

where Í/, =dU/dt. (aij) is a positive iem/definite symmetric matrix (i.e.
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otJ%r% > 0 f°r ah (x, t) and all real vectors £ = (z-,, . . ., £„)). This equation

includes parabolic and ultraparabolic equations. Oleinik and Radkevic in

their book [5] discuss operators L[U] = a'JU'_,•• + /J>'i/( + CU where (a'-') is

positive semidefinite. In the last chapter of their book they discuss maximum

principles for equations of this type which are due to Bony [8] and Alek-

sandrov [9]. They generalize previously known maximum principles which

can be found, for example, in Protter and Weinberger [6]. The main result of

this section is obtained by making use of these maximum principles to obtain

bounds for the gradient of solutions to (1.4). More specifically, we consider

equation (1.4) on a domain fi = D X T where D is a bounded domain in R"

and T = (i, < / < t2) is an open interval. We employ the auxiliary function

W = (UtkU¿ + (i/,)2 + 1)^' where A is a positive constant to be chosen.

We then prove

Theorem 3. Suppose that:

(1) (a'J) is a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix and (a'J(x, t)) may be

extended as a positive semidefinite matrix to R" X R such that a'J(x, t) is in

C2(R" X R), with bounded second derivatives.

(2) b' and C are in C2(fi) and are bounded together with their first partial

derivatives.

(3) U E C3(fi) and U is uniformly bounded in fi.

Then if U satisfies equation (1.4) the constant N may be chosen sufficiently large

so that L[ W] > 0.

Once this theorem has been proved we may use the maximum principles of

Bony or Aleksandrov to assert a maximum principle for the auxilliary

function W, which implies bounds for the gradient of the solution. The

auxiliary function W = (UkUk + (U,)2 + l)eNl was introduced by

Bernstein and may be found in Il'in, Kalashnikov and Oleinik [4]. They make

use of these functions in obtaining a priori estimates for parabolic equations.

Similar results for elliptic equations are obtained by Protter and Weinberger

[7] by considering the auxiliary function W = UkU¿ + yi/2, y a constant.

They prove if U satisfies an elliptic equation then W satisfies an elliptic

inequality and therefore a maximum principle. They also apply this technique

to higher order derivatives and systems. In §3 we extend the main theorem

stated above to higher order derivatives by considering the auxiliary function

W = 2|a|</f(t/at/„ + \)em where a is a multi-index which includes

differentiation in t. We also extend the theorem to include weakly coupled

systems of the form

L"[ U] = a'Wjj + b¡U¡¡ + U$ + Cl/' = 0,       jti = 1, 2, . . ., m

(v is summed from 1 to m). In particular, we consider W = (UfcUfc + U¡¡U¡¡

+ l)eNl and prove under conditions almost identical to the theorem stated
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above that L[W] = aijWt¡J + b¡W¿ + W¿ > 0.

This paper was written as a thesis under the supervision of Murray Protter.

I would like to thank him for his invaluable advice and encouragement.

2. Weak solutions to second order elliptic equations. We first state two

simple lemmas concerning integration by parts which will be used in the

proofs of both theorems of this section.

Lemma A. Let g E H¿'2,f E Hx-2. Then //g,,- dx = -//,g dx.

Lemma B. Iff and g are elements of HXA then fg is an element of Hll2 and

(fg)j = fjS + fg,¡-
The proofs of these lemmas follow directly from the definitions of the

spaces involved. One more lemma is necessary.

Lemma C. Suppose U E HXj> n L4^-1^1"4/^, p > 4, ß a positive integer

(ifp = 4 and ß > 1, then U E HXA n L00). Then Uß E HXA and (Uß)t =

ßuß~%.

Proof. The proof will be by induction on /?. If ß = 1, U E H x*(ü) for

some p > 4. Since ß is bounded, U E HXA and there is nothing to prove.

Assume the lemma is true for ß = k. Suppose U E HXj> n L4*^1-4^. This

implies U G H^ n L«*-»/«-4/». Therefore Uk E HXA and (U% =

kUk-xUt¡. We wish to show that Uk+X G HXA and that (Uk+X\¡ = (Ä: +

l)UkU¡. First note that from Lemma B, Uk+X has a weak derivative

({/*+').= (£/*).£/ + UkUj = k.Uk-xUiU + UkU¡ = (k+ \)UkUr

We need now only show that Uk+X and (Uk+X\j are in L4.

\Wk+\<Wl l|tfÍ4/(.-4/„)>     II^MI^II, l"Vl-4W
The terms on the right side are bounded, by the assumptions on U.

We are considering elliptic equations for a function U of the form

(2.1) f [aiJUuq + b'Utiq + CUq] dx = f /, dx
JaL J        Ja

for all q E HXA. Our first theorem concerns the boundedness of solutions to

(2.1).

Theorem 1. Let U be an element ofHXj>n Lia/0-A/p) n ¿f02'2,P > 4,aan

integer > 1. Let f belong to L2a+2. Assume that a'j, b'\ C are in HXA and that

the matrix (a'J) is positive definite and symmetric; denote by (A'J) the inverse

of(a,j). Assume there is a positive constant C0 such that

(2.2) (2a + I)- ' [ \A lW% - \A'Ja%a$ - \A'W] - C> C0

or, equivalently,
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- (2a + l)-'^«(a*r - *>')« - ^'K > co-

// (/ is a solution to (2.1) then

Proof. With the above assumptions on /, U, and a and the coefficients,

note that the integrals

j[aiJUyiJq + b'Utiq + CUq] dx = J fq dx

exist and Lemmas A and B imply that

(2.3) j[aiJU,qj + a'JU.q - b%q - CUq] dx = - j fq dx.

Let a = t/2a+1. By Lemma C, a G H1,4 (which is the reason for assuming

U E H1¡p n LSa/{l~4/p)). Also by Lemma C we see that the weak derivative

of a, denoted qJt is (2a + l)UjU2". Substituting this value of a into the

above integral equation (2.3), we obtain

([a'7 (2a + l)U2aUjUj + a'JUjU^U

(2-4)
-b%U2aU- CU^U2] dx =j (-f)U2aU.

We now estimate the quadratic form in the integrand by completing the

square.

0 < (2a + l)aij[ t/,. + \(2a + l)~xAim (afU - bmU)]

x[Uj + ¿(2a + l)~xArj{ajU - brU)]

= (2a + l)a'JUjUj + a'/UUj - b'UUj

+ {- (2a + 1)~ xaiJA imA rjarJafU2

+ ¿(2a + l)~xaiJAimArJbrbmU2 - ¿(2a + l)~xaiJAimArJbrafU2

- ¿(2a + l)~xaijAimArJbmarJU2

= (2a + l)a'JUjUj + a'/UUj - b'UUt¡

+ ¿(2a + lyU'Ja'^U2 + ¿(2a + l)-xA>WU2

-\(2a + l)-xAiJbJa%U2.

From this computation we obtain the inequality

(2a + \yx[±AiJbJa% - \Aija%a*k - \Aijb¡b>]U2

< (2a + l)a'JUjUj + a'/UUj - b'UUj.
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Now using this inequality, the assumptions on the coefficients, (2.2) and (2.4)

we conclude

f C0\U\2a+2dx<f(-f)\U\2a\U\dx.

An application of Holder's inequality gives

r   . ,(2a + l)/(2a+2)

fc0\u\2"+2dx<\\f]\2a+2\f(\ufa+2)dx

cofii2::22<ii^il+2rê:2. iü|a.+a< q-'ml«.

Remark. If U G HXA n L00 n 7f02,2 and (2.2) holds for all a sufficiently

large, then by letting a tend to infinity we get

In Theorem 2 we obtain bounds on the weak derivatives of solutions to

(2.1).

Theorem 2. Suppose that a'J, bl, C are elements of HXA, 1 < i,j < n, that f

is an element of ¿f01,2 n HXAa+*, and that U is an element of H2'2p n

Hi,i6a/0-4/P) n H3A,p >4,aan integer > 1. ̂ sii/me as in Theorem 1 iAar

/Ae coefficients satisfy (2.2), r/jar

3 y > 0 jwcA //¡or

(2.5)    f[-*A'Ja¥VJa»V>>»4 + 2YÛ%^9

- F^a - 2bikVtiVtkq - CVkVkq - (C^fq] dx > 0

/or all nonnegative q in HXA, and for any V in H 2'2p n H M«-/(i-4/i») n //Mt

Le/ IF = uik Uj + yU2. If U is a solution of (2.1) then

IFL+2< qriVjk + (« + y)t/2 + yi/2||2a+2.

//, /« addition, U is an element 0f H'**+W(\-*/p) or ¡f q > 1, then

\\n2a+2<CQ-x\\fJ¡k + yf\a+2.

Proof. The proof consists of showing that W satisfies an appropriate

integral inequality. From this inequality we proceed as in the proof of

Theorem 1 to obtain the desired result.

First we show that W E Hx* n LSa/{X-4/p) n //02,2 (notice that this

matches the hypothesis on U in Theorem 1).

Since W = UkUk + yU2, we may use Lemma C to obtain

WJ-2UkiUk + 2yUUJ

and

Wj. = 2UijkUk + 2UikUJk + 2y UjUj + 2yUU,j.
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Holder's Inequality gives W E H^ n L8"/*1-4/». To see that W E 7/02,2, let

{<bm} he a sequence of functions such that <bm E C0°°(fi) and <bm -> U in T/34

as m -> oo. We have <?>£<££ + y(</>m)2 G C0°°(fi) (no summation on m). We

show that <t>2<¡>2 + y(<bm)2-> W in the norm of H21. Then W E //0". We

observe that

\m* - v*v&<&*** - ^jia+i«^ - twi2

Similarly all other appropriate terms converge.

Using the values of the weak derivatives of W from above we have the

following equation for W:

j [aiJWyijq + b'Wtiq + CWq] dx

= j[2aiWJjkU,kq + 2aiW4kUJkq

+ 2yaiWJUiiq + 2yaiWUJJq + 2biUJkUkq

+ 2ybiUUyiq + CU¡kU¡kq + yCU2q] dx.

Using the hypothesis on U we eliminate the terms involving the weak

dervatives of U on the right side to obtain the inequality we seek for W.

If we restrict a to H2,4 then we may substitute a k for a in equation (2.1)

and obtain

f [a'W.jq^ + b%qÁ + CUq<k] dx = j fq¿ dx.

Using Lemmas B and A we may integrate by parts to obtain

/ [aiiU.jq + a'JUIJkq + b[kU,q + b'UJkq

(2-6) f
+ CJ(Uq+CUykq]dx=] f^qdx.

If we restrict a further to H2's we may substitute Uq for a, or qUk for a and

obtain, from (2.1),

(2.7)      j [2yaiJUu Uq + 2yb'Uj Uq + 2yCU2q] dx = f 2yfUq dx

and, from (2.6),

/ ["'JUjjUjq + a'%jkUkq + b'^U.q

+ bVJkUkq + C¿UUkq + CU¿U¿q] dx = f fkU¿q dx.
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Equations (2.7) and (2.8) hold for all q E H2's. Using (2.7) and (2.8) we get

/ [aijW>uq + b'Wjq + CWq] dx

= ( [2a<;UikUJkq + 2ya'JUiUJq

(2.9) J

+ 2yfUq + 2fkU,kq - MJUjjUtf

-2bikU;U,kq - 2CkUUJcq - yCU2q - CUkUkq] dx

for all q E H2S; but it is also clear that (2.9) holds for all q E HXA by taking

a sequence {</>'"}, (bm E C00 and <bm -» q in HXA. From this point on we

assume that q > 0. Since (a'J) is positive definite we have

0 < 2aV(U#-lA*la¡rUJ)(Ujk-lA*a*U,)

= Ta'JU+Ujt - la'jlUjjUt + \AW/U\,a%U\m.

Therefore

- \A^ak/U,a%U^m < 2a"VikUJk - 2<tft/iyl/Jt.

From (2.9)

([aijWijq + b'W^q + CWq] dx

>f[- WWJUfl'XU^ + 2yfU - yCU2

+ 2ya'JUJUJ + 2fkU¡k - 2b[kU4U¿ - 2CkUU¿ - CU<kU¿]q dx

>f [-WJ<*yVja%U„ + lya'JUjUj

-cukuk-f¿¿-u¡kuk

- Ib'jtUjUt - (C¿Ukf - nU2 - yU2 - yCU2 - yf2]q dx.

From hypothesis (2.2) we note that - C > C0 > 0. Using this and hypothesis

(2.5) we obtain

f [aijWuq + b'W¡q + CWq]
(2.10) J '

>J-[fJ.k + (n + y)U2 + yf2]qdx.

If C0 > 1 then we may use hypothesis (2.5) and the fact that we may choose y

large enough such that - nU2 - yU2 — yCU2 > 0 to obtain
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(2.11)   / [aiJW,jq + b2W4q + CWq] dx >J-[fJJc + yf2]q dx.

The assumptions on U were seen in the beginning of the proof to imply that

W satisfies the conditions that U does in Theorem 1. Furthermore —[f<kfk +

(n + y)U2 + y/2] and —[fjj¿ + y/2] satisfy the same condition as/does in

Theorem 1. This is clear from the assumptions and Holder's inequality. The

proof of Theorem 1 can now be followed exactly (inequalities (2.10) and

(2.11) above, instead of the equality of Theorem 1, cause no problems) to

obtain

IFk+2< c*xW*+ <»+ y)u*+ yñ\2a+2<

and if C0 > 1,

IFIL+2<Q~1I|/,^ + y/2L+2-

From Theorem 1 we know that if U is also in l<i««+«>/(i-4/» then || i/2||2a+2

< Q~'ll/2|l2a+2- We may use this to eliminate the term (n + y)U2 above.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Remarks. Condition (2.5) in Theorem 2 is always satisfied if the

coefficients and their partial derivatives are uniformly bounded and (aiJ) is

uniformly positive definite. When (a'J) is uniformly positive definite there

exists a constant p such that 2yaiJViVj < 2ypV¡V¡. The other terms in

condition (2.5) may be bounded by (constant) V¡V¡. Thus by choosing y

large enough condition (2.5) is satisfied.

The coefficients will be continuous if n < 4. This follows from a standard

theorem on Sobolev spaces.

3. Equations with nonnegative characteristic form. Before stating the

theorems of this section, it is convenient to state some maximum principles

which will be useful. These may be found in the book by Oleinik and

Radkevic [5] and are extensions by the translator of theorems due to Bony [8].

To state maximum principles for solutions of equations with nonnegative

characteristic form (positive semidefinite principal part) we first make some

definitions. Let y¡ = (a,,(x),..., a,„(x)), z = I, 2,..., k, denote a set of

vectors defined on a domain fi in R" where au(x) E C^fi).

Definition. If U is in C^fi) then define y¡U = a^Uj. Define a bracket

operation by [y~„y~j]U *= yj(y,(U)) - y,(yj(U)). Define £(yx,... ,yk) to be

the Lie algebra generated byy,,. .. ,yk; that is, £ is the smallest C00 module

closed under the bracket operation and containing yx,y2,... ,yk. Define the

rank of {yx,. .. ,yk) at a point x to be the dimension of the vector space

formed by all z(x) such that z G £(y,, ... ,yk). Define a trajectory of a

vector fieldyj- to be a curve in fi satisfying dxj(t)/dt = au(x).

Theorem 3. Let L[U] = ai}Utij + b'Uti + CU > 0 in a bounded domain
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ß c R". Assume (a'J) is a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix; a'J E

C°°(fi); C(x) < 0; and aiJ, b\ C are bounded. Ut Lj = (aXJ,..., anJ). If U

has a nonnegative maximum at a point x(/0) then U is constant for the entire

trajectory x(t) of Lpj = 1,..., n, passing through x(/0).

Theorem 4. Let L[U]> 0 as above with the same notation and conditions as

in Theorem 3. Also assume that the rank of (L,, . . ., Ln) is equal to m < n.

Let Q = (bx — a]j, b2 — a2j, . .., b" — aj). If U(x) assumes a nonnegative

maximum M at a point x0 G fi then U(x) = M at each point x o/fi which may

be joined with x0 by a line consisting of a finite number of arcs of trajectories of

the vector fields Lj(x) (j = 1, . . ., ri) and Q(x) with the stipulation that when

such a line is followed away from the point x0, any arcs of trajectories of the field

Q (x) are followed in the direction of the vector Q (x).

The proofs of the above two theorems may be found in §1 of Chapter III in

Oleinik and Radkevic [5]. They note that the assumption a'j E C°°(fi) is only

for simplicity. We shall also need a lemma on positive semidefinite matrices

which is stated and proved on p. 65 of [5].

Lemma. Let a'7(x)£,£; > Ofor all x in Rm and all £ = (£„ £2,.. ., £m) G Rm,

and suppose a'J(x) E C2(Rm), and that the second order derivatives of a'J are

uniformly bounded. Then for any U E C2(Rm),

(a#i/„)2< Ma'WMUv

where M depends only on the second derivatives of the functions a'j.

Notice that this lemma is also true if U is only twice differentiable in some

domain. (For any point in the domain choose <b G C0°° (domain) such that

<p = 1 in a neighborhood of the point, then consider <bU and extend «f>£/ to all

of Rm. The derivatives of <bU at the point in question equal the derivatives of

U and M does not depend on U.)

We consider equations of the form

(3.1) L[u] = aiJ(x, t)Utij + b'(x, t)Uti + CU + t/, = 0

on a domain fi = D X F where D is a bounded domain in R" and T = {tx <

t < t2) is an open interval. We employ the auxiliary function W = (Uk £/* +

(U,)2 + l)eNt where A is a positive constant to be chosen. We prove

Theorem 5. Suppose that

(1) (a'J) is a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix and (a'J(x, t)) may be

extended as a positive semidefinite matrix to R" X R such that a'j E C2(R" X

R), with bounded second order derivatives.

(2) b' and C are in C'(fi) and are bounded along with their first partial

derivatives.
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(3) U G C3(ß) and U uniformly bounded in ß.

Then if U satisfies equation (3.1) the constant N may be chosen sufficiently large

so that L[W] > 0.

Proof. The proof consists of calculating L[ W] and then obtaining L[ W] >

0 through a series of inequalities.

e~N'L[ W] = 2a"UMUM + 2a"UjU¿ + 2a'JU¿UM

+ la'tyjUj, + 2VU,kUM + Ib'UjUj + 2UkUkl

+ 2 (/,(/„ + A|grad U\2+ N + C|grad U\2+ C.

From the equation L[ U] = 0 we have by differentiation, multiplication by

2 U k and summing on k,

2aijViJkUk + 2a:¿UiJUk + 2bVikUk
(3.2)

+ 2éi £/,!/* + 2UlkUk + 2CUkU,k + 2C,kUUM = 0.

Similarly, we arrive at

2a'JUJHUj + la'JUj.U. + 2b'UitUt
(3.3) .   '

+ 2b'>tUjUj + 2t/„t/, + 2CUjUj + 2C>tUUt = 0.

Using equations (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain

e~N'L[W] = 2a^UkjUki + 2a¡%jUti - 2aiJUijUk

- la'JUjjUj - 2b<kU}iUk - Zb'jUjUj - C|grad Uf

- 2CMUU¿ - 2CttUUj + C + N + A|grad uf.

We can bound terms from the above expression as follows:

(*) 126'*UjU¿ + 2b',UyiU,\ < (c|grad U\2,

(*) \C\ |gradt/|2< K|gradi/|2,

(*) |2C,í/t/f/ + 2C¿UU¿\ < K|grad U\2+ k,

(•) |q<«.

where k is a constant depending on the bounds for the coefficients and their

derivatives and the bound on U. We also have

\2alJUJJU¿\<2t(a'j!Ujj)1+ e^grad U\2
k

where e is any positive number. Similarly

|2ayí/,,í/,|< e(a:/Uu)2+ e-'|grad t/|2.

We apply the lemma stated before the theorem to the first inequality above

and, by choosing e = 1/nM, arrive at
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(*) [la'jlUjjUj\ < a>JUki VM + nM\grad U\2.

To apply the lemma to the second inequality (i.e. to (a'JU¡j)2) we extend a'J

to an (« + 1) X (zz + 1) matrix by adding a column and a row of zeros.

Applying the lemma we obtain

(a'JUJJf< Ma'JU^Ux + Ma'%^

and therefore

(*) |2ayt/,.,t/,| < a¡JUk¡Ukj + a'tyjUj + A/|grad U\2

(choosing e = l/M).

Now using all the inequalities indicated by asterisks we arrive at

e-N'L[W] > a'tyjUj - nM\grad U\2- A/|grad i/|2

- 3ic|grad uf- 2k + N + A|grad U\2.

It is clear that by choosing N sufficiently large (e.g., N = nM + M + 3 k),

e-N'L[W] > 0 and therefore L[W] > 0.

Remark. Once we know L[W] > 0 then, depending on what additional

conditions L satisfies, we may apply either Theorem 3 or Theorem 4 to obtain

maximum principles for W. Also note that Theorems 3 and 4 may be used to

obtain the necessary uniform bound on U (necessary for Theorem 5) in terms

of boundary values for U.

We can extend the last theorem in two ways. First we state a theorem for

higher order derivatives whose proof is analogous to the above theorem.

Second we prove a theorem on the gradient for certain systems. For the

theorem on higher order derivatives we consider the auxiliary function

^ = ^i^iai^tt/at/a + l]eNl where A is a positive constant to be chosen

and a is an n + 1 dimensional multi-index (i.e. may include derivatives with

respect to t).

Theorem 6. Suppose that

(1) (a'7(x, /)) is a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix, that (a'J) may be

extended as a positive semidefinite matrix to R"XR in such a way that

a'J(x, t) has bounded second order derivatives in R" X R, that a'J(x, t) G

C*(fi) and all derivatives up to order K are bounded, and that

(2) b'(x, t) and C(x, t) are in C*(fi) and are bounded along with their

partial derivatives up to order K. Also, suppose that

(3) Í7 G C*(fi) and U is uniformly bounded in fi.

Then if U satisfies (3.1) the constant N may be chosen sufficiently large so that

L[W] > 0.

Proof. The proof is very similar to the previous proof for the gradient. We

first calculate ¿[W7]. In what follows repeated multi-indices a are summed
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over 1 < |a| < K. We have

e~N'L[ W] = 2a^UaiJUa + la'W^U^ + 2b<U<aiU,a

+ CUtaUia + C + 2UalUa + NU<aU„ + N.

From the equation L[U] = 0 we obtain

2     2 2      J^i^Uç^ + b^U^C^U^)

+ 2U,Ua = 0.

Subtracting this equation from the above equation for e~N'L[ W] we obtain

e~N'L[ W] = 2aiJUaiUaj +C + NUaUa + N

-2   2
K\a\<K   P + q = a

H>2

■pjal {.«'JVjjaV* + b',UMUj + C,UqU,a

-2   S      2    ¿(»M + WJ
l<.\a\<.K   P + q-a    P-H-

\P\-1

-2   2      2    ¿î(^/,).
H-i

The coefficient C may be bounded by N. The first two indicated double sums

may be bounded by NUa U a + N since the coefficients and U are uniformly

bounded. Since in the last double sum, |p| = 1, we may employ the Oleinik

and Radkevic lemma as in the previous theorem. Thus for N large enough

L[W] > 0.
As before we note that Theorems 3 and 4 may be applied to W provided L

satisfies the appropriate conditions.

In the final two theorems we consider weakly-coupled systems of equations

of the form

(3 4) L»(ÏÏ) = a¡J(x, t)U$j + b'(x, t)U* + U* + C (x, t)U" = 0,

P = 1,..., m,

in a domain Z) = 2xr,

Repeated Latin sub and superscripts are summed from 1 to n and repeated

Greek superscripts are summed from 1 to m.

Theorem 7. Assume that (a'J) is a positive semidefinite matrix and that

C"(x, 0 is uniformly bounded in D for all p and v. Let v = eN,U'iU't. If Ü

satisfies system (3.4) then L[v] = a'Jv¡j + b'v¡ + v, > 0 provided that N is

chosen sufficiently large. If C* is negative semidefinite then N may be chosen to

be zero.
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Proof. We have

e-N'(aiJvtU + b'vj + o,) = 2a'JU>lUp¡j + 2aiJUjUj

+ 2biU<1Ulj + 2U>iU* + AiW.

Multiplying L[ U] = 0 by 2 i/M and summing over p, we get

la'WjijU» + 2biUijUii + 2U^tUv- + 2C^U"U^ = 0.

Using this equation we obtain

e~N'L[v] = 2a'JU4Uj + /VtVi/" - CUW.

Clearly the right-hand side is nonnegative for N large enough and N may be

taken to be zero if (C") is negative semidefinite. Thus

L[v] = aijv<u + b'vj + Vj > 0.

Remark. If L satisfies the conditions of either Theorem 3 or Theorem 4,

then we know that v = e^'U^U* will satisfy the maximum principles of Bony.

In the last theorem we consider the auxiliary function W = eN'(UfkUfk +

U$U$ + 1).

Theorem 8. Suppose that

(1) (aiJ) is a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix, that (a'j(x, t)) may be

extended as a positive semidefinite matrix to R" X R in such a way that a'J is

an element of C2(R" X R) with bounded second derivatives, and that

(2) b' and C" are in C'(fi) and are bounded along with their first partial

derivatives. Also, suppose that

(3) l/*_e C\ü)for 1 < p < m and U^U* is uniformly bounded in fi.

Then if U satisfies system (3.4) N may be chosen sufficiently large so that

L[W] = aiJWu + b'Wj + W, > 0.

Proof. We have

e~N'L[W] = e-N'(aijWtij + b'Wj + Wt) = 2alJU%U% + 2atJU%U%

+ 2ai}U%}V& + 2aiJU^jU¡¡ + 2b'U%U% + 2b{U%U$

+ 2U%U% + 2U%U$ + NU%U% + NU»U$ + N.

We next make use of the equation L'1[U] = 0. As in the scalar case we

differentiate this equation with respect to xA, multiply by l/£ and then sum

with repeat to k. Similarly we differentiate L>i[U] = 0 with respect to / and

multiply by U¡¡ and sum. Using the resulting two equations we obtain

e-N,L[ W] - 2a'JU%U% + 2a»U%U% + NU%U%

+ NU^U^N - 2CvrU\U% - 2C"í/;(/jí

- 2C%UVU% - 2C^U"U^ - 2a'kJU¡¡jU% - 2ayu»ijU*.
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Using estimates exactly like those in the scalar case it is easily seen that for N

large enough, L[W] > 0.
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